
The Priory Church of England Primary School

Curriculum Map: Year 6 2022-23

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

Theme Title Celebrating you Beautiful Benin This is your world! Rights and Responsibilities Planet Protectors All the World’s a stage!

History /
Geography

Physical Geography: Climate Zones,
Biomes and Vegetation Belts

EQ: How is plant life different in
different parts of the world?

1: What continents and oceans are
there in the world? How does
latitude and longitude help describe
world locations? Location
2: What is the connection between
latitude and climate zones? What
climate zones are there in the world
(equatorial, tropical, hot desert,
temperate, polar)? Location
Processes
3: What is the difference between
climate zones and biomes? What
biomes are there in the world and
where are they found (savannah,
desert, temperate deciduous forest,
tropical rainforest, boreal forest,
tundra, marine)? Processes
4: How is plant life different in
different biomes? Processes
5: How do we know we live in a
temperate deciduous forest biome
(collect evidence - fieldwork)?
Enquiry
6: How can we show the area we
visited using a sketch map? Enquiry
7: How do humans use plants
responsibly? What is biodiversity and
megadiversity? Processes
Responsibility

World History: Benin
900s AD- 1300s AD

EQ: Which was more significant in
the Middle Ages: Britain or Benin?

1: Where is Benin and what caused a
significant civilisation to rise here?
When was the Kingdom of Benin
significant? Connection Chronology
2: What was the significance of the
Benin civilisation (cultural, economic,
military, political, religious, social)?
Significance
3: Why did Benin’s significance
change over time? Power
Significance Connection Evidence
4: What makes a civilisation
significant? Significance
5: Which was more significant in the
Middle Ages: Britain or Benin?
Chronology Significance Connection
6: Which was most significant in
world history: Ancient Egypt, Roman
Empire, Ancient Greece or Kingdom
of Benin? Significance (Write a
non-chronological report comparing
these civilisations)

Africa, Nigeria, River Niger, Benin
City, Lagos, Ife, Benin Kingdom,
Igodomigodo, Edo, Yoruba, Ogiso,
Igodo, Owodo, Oba, Eweka,, chest,
antiques dealer, Nigeria, ancient,
Kingdom of Benin, museum,
historian, bronze, plaque, engravings,
carvings, reunited, Ile Ife, tribe,

Human Geography: Natural
Resources and World Trade

EQ: Does the world share resources
effectively?

1: What are natural resources
(energy, food, minerals and water)?
Processes
2: Where are natural resources
found in the world? What natural
resources would you find in the UK?
Location Processes
3: Are there natural resources in the
local area? How can grid references
and map symbols identify natural
resources? Enquiry
4: Why do we need to trade?
Processes
5: Where does my stuff come from?
Processes Location
6: How can we present physical
and human geographical features
using a graph? Enquiry
7: Is the way resources are traded
fair? Responsibility

economic activity, natural resources,
energy, food, minerals, water,
distribution, crop, export, import, fair
trade, globalisation, organic, trade
drought, famine, mining,
non-renewable, renewable, pollution

Homework: Trading with El Salvador

British History: Power, Rights and
Responsibilities
1000s AD - Today

EQ: What was the greatest turning
point for citizens’ rights in British
history?

1: What is the chronological overview
of power in Britain in the last 1000
years? Chronology
2: How did the Magna Carta (1215)
and Peasants Revolt (1381) change
the balance of power in Britain?
Power Connection
3: How did the English Bill of Rights
(1689) and Factory Acts (1833)
change the balance of power in
Britain? Power Connection
4: How did the Representation of the
People Act (1918) and the Equal
Franchise Act (1928) change the
balance of power in Britain? Power
Connection
5: How did the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights (1948), Human
Rights Act (1998) and Equality Act
(2010) change the balance of power
in Britain? Power Connection
6: What was the greatest turning
point for citizens’ rights in British
history? Significance Evidence
7: How is the balance of power in
society continuing to change today?
Power Connection

Responsibility: Planet Protectors

EQ: How can we care for our world?

1: How sustainable is my lifestyle?
Responsibility
2: What are the most sustainable
resources? Responsibility
3: How are world leaders creating
more sustainable countries?
Responsibility
4: How do cities plan and become
more sustainable? Responsibility
5: How can food production be more
sustainable? Responsibility
6: How is waste managed in the UK?
Responsibility
7: How sustainable is our school
(evidence collection)? Enquiry
8: Can water be used as a
sustainable resource? Responsibility
9: How does my ecological footprint
compare with other individuals?
Responsibility

sustainable, renewable,
non-renewable, resources, replenish,
global, local, air miles, carbon
footprint, landfill, recycling,
incineration, methane, pollution,
decompose, recycle, microscopic,
micro-degradation, pollution,
developing, resources, availability,
political, sustainable eco footprint,
consume, produce, resources, earth
share



8: How is plant life different in
different parts of the world?
Processes Enquiry

climate zone, biome, vegetation belt,
latitude, longitude, Northern
Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere,
Tropic of Cancer, Tropic of Capricorn,
Arctic Circle, Antarctic Circle
biodiversity, boreal forest / taiga,
coniferous forest, deciduous forest,
ecosystem, environment, flora, fauna,
savannah, tundra
humidity, precipitation, temperature

civilisation, Atlantis, century,
Portuguese, carving, casting, trading,
ceremonies, warfare, medieval,
massacre

democracy, rights, power,
discriminate, suffragette, martyr,
magna carta, inequality, bill, human
rights, peasants’ revolt, citizen
Homework: Suffragette

Memorable
Moments

House of Parliament (15.9.22)
Druitt Gardens & Christchurch
Quay for fieldwork and sketching

Visit to a mosque Science trail: Druitt Gardens Hengistbury Head bike ride Residential
Year 6 Show

Maths Numbers to 10 million
7
- Refine our

knowledge of place
value.

- Work with numbers between 1
000 000 and 10 000 000, using
concrete apparatus, numerals
and words to represent numbers.

- Round and compare numbers to
10 000 000, and place them in
order from smallest to greatest.

Four Operations on
Whole Numbers 23
- Create and solve

expressions
involving brackets,
multiplication, division, addition
and subtraction.

- Multiply and divide 3- and
4-digit numbers by 2-digit
numbers.

- Estimate the products of
multiplication sentences.

- Solve more complex word
problems involving multiple
operations, Deepen our
understanding of common
multiples, common factors and
prime numbers

Fractions 16
- Refine

understanding of
simplifying
fractions, use this
understanding to order
fractions.

- Add and subtract fractions with
different denominators.

- Extend our understanding to
add and subtract mixed
numbers.

- Use pictorial and abstract
methods to multiply and learn
how to divide fractions by a
whole number.

Decimals 15
- Identify the value

of each digit in
numbers given to 3
decimal places and
multiply and divide
numbers by 10, 100 and 1,000
giving answers up to 3 decimal
places

- multiply one-digit numbers with
up to 2 decimal places by whole
numbers

- use written division methods in
cases where the answer has up
to 2 decimal places

Measurement 8

- solve problems
involving the
calculation and
conversion of units of measure

- use, read, write and convert
units, converting measurements
of length, mass, volume and time

- convert between miles and
kilometres

- recognise when it is possible to
use formulae for area and
volume of shape

World Problems 7
- Learn to solve

increasingly complex
word problems using
the 4 operations and bar model
diagrams.

- Solve problems and we will also
be creating and solving our own
word problems.

Percentage 5
- Explore how to calculate the

percentage of numbers and
quantities.

- Solve for percentage change and
use percentage to compare
amounts.

Ratio 10
- Learn to compare

quantities and use
fractions to represent
this.

- Learn to use the
language of ratio: ‘for every..’.  We
will then solve problems using
ratio.

Algebra 11
- Understand

patterns using
concrete apparatus
and we will learn
how to tabulate to help identify
patterns.

- Understand how we can express
the relationships between two
numbers using a symbol or a
letter.

- Write algebraic expressions for
each of the four operations.  We
will learn how to write and use
formulae.

Area and Perimeter 7
- Explore how to

calculate the area of
rectangles, triangles
and parallelograms

SATs
We will take three Standardised Assessment
Tasks in Mathematics: an arithmetic paper and
two reasoning papers

Volume 6
- Develop

understanding of
volume as it relates
to cubes and
cuboids.

- Determine a formula for the
volume of cubes and cuboids,
estimating volumes and
calculating total volumes with a
formula.

- Solve problems related to
volume, using division and
multiplication.

Geometry 13
- Explore angles

(opposite angles
and adjacent
angles)

- Explore angles in
quadrilaterals and triangles.

- Name the parts and angles of a
circle

- Draw of quadrilaterals and
triangles.

Position and Movement 11
- Learn to describe positions of

shapes on a grid in all four
quadrants.

- Learn to describe translations
and reflections in all
four quadrants.

- Use algebraic
expressions to
describe a position or a
movement of a shape.

Graphs and Averages
13
- Mean as an

average and solve
problems using
the mean.

- Read pie charts and line graphs
with more complex scales.

- Solve problems involving graphs
and pie charts.

Negative Numbers 3
- Add and subtract

using them.
- use negative

numbers in
context.

NB In Year 6 some learning may be covered at
an earlier date in order to adequately prepare
children for their SATS.



- Find the percentage of a quantity. - recognise that shapes with the
same areas can have different
perimeters and vice versa

- Explore the nets of three
dimensional shapes and learn to
draw them accurately.

English

Writing

Genre:
Narrative writing
Model text:
Wonder
Toolkit:
Characterisation
& dialogue

Genre:
Poetry
Model text:
Battle Call
Toolkit:
A/B rhyming
Metaphors

Genre:
Non-narrative
(letter writing)
Model text:
You are a
champion
Toolkit:
Informal letter /
tone

Genre
Narrative & non-narrative writing
(newspaper report, informal letter,
diary entry, non-chronological report,
continuation of narrative, discussion
text)
Model Text:
The Boy in the Tower
Toolkit:
Structure of a newspaper (direct &
indirect speech), formal and informal
letter writing)

Genre
Narrative
Model text:
Alma (video
stimulus)
Toolkit
Creating settings
and atmosphere

Genre:
Non-Narrative
(police
statement,
personal
statement,
letter, speech)
Model text:
Cannes Three
Little Pigs.
Toolkit:

Genre
Non-narrative
(non-chronologica
l report)
Model text:
Holes
Toolkit:
Non-Chronologica
l Report - Desert
Biome (bridge from

Autumn 1 topic) &
Yellow spotted
lizard

Genre:
Poetry
Model text:
Derby Day
Toolkit:
https://www.literacyshed.com/derby-
day.html

Genre:
Non narrative
(Discussion /
debate writing)
Model text:
The Island
Toolkit:
Discussion texts

Genre
Non-narrative
Model text:
Pig Heart Boy
Toolkit:
Balanced
argument –
Should children
be offered
priority for organ
transplants?

Persuasive (formal)
letter (Dad to doctor)
Diary entry (Cam
meets Trudy)
Description (Cam
going into surgery)
Newspaper Report
Informal letter
(supporter/activist)
Monologue (Cam to
Alex)

Genre
Non-narrative
Model text:
Floodland
Toolkit:
Campaign –
Saving the
Environment.

Genre:
Poetry
Model text:
The Dong with a
luminous nose
Toolkit:
Nonsense poetry
https://interestingliterature.com/20
21/07/edward-lear-the-dong-with-
a-luminous-nose-summary-analysi
s/

Genre:
Non-narrative
(biography)

Genre:
Poetry
Model text:
The
hope-a-potamus
Toolkit:

English

Grammar &
Punctuation
Core Skills

● Nouns, pronouns and relative
pronouns

● Conjunctions
● Fronted adverbials
● Prepositions
● Figurative language (alliteration,

onomatopoeia, simile, metaphor &
personification)

● Passive voice
● Inverted commas (punctuating

speech correctly)
● Expanded noun phrases
● Modal verbs or adverbs to

indicate degrees of possibility.
● A range of parenthesis

(brackets, dashes, colons,
semi-colons)

● Paragraphing

• Speech (direct & indirect)
• Past tense
• Chronological order
• Orientation paragraph (5Ws)
• quotes – including emotive
language
• Embedded clauses to provide
additional information about the
subject of a sentence
• Bias & statistics
• Counter argument that refers to
opposing point of view –
contrasting connectives
• Modal verbs
could/would/should/might/ought.
• Conditional sentences using
conjunctions– if, unless,
providing, provided, as long as.
• Subjunctive verbs for formality

● Show not tell
● Figurative language (alliteration,

onomatopoeia, simile, metaphor &
personification)

● Prepositions
● Adverbs
● Synonyms
● Modal verbs
● Complex noun phrases
● Fronted adverbials
● Varied sentence length and type
● Conjunctions

● Headings / subheadings
● Cohesive devices /

grammatical phrases
(therefore, furthermore, such
as, on the other hand)

● Paragraphs (introduction and
conclusion)

● Emotive language to convince
the reader

● Varied sentence length
● Active and passive voice
● Complex sentence
● Range of subordinating

conjunctions
● A range of parenthesis

(brackets, dashes, colons,
semi-colons)

● Well constructed argument
● Adverbs linking ideas across

the text

● Controlled verb forms
● Varied sentence length and

type
● Fronted adverbials
● Complex nouns phrases to

add detail

https://www.literacyshed.com/derby-day.html
https://www.literacyshed.com/derby-day.html
https://interestingliterature.com/2021/07/edward-lear-the-dong-with-a-luminous-nose-summary-analysis/
https://interestingliterature.com/2021/07/edward-lear-the-dong-with-a-luminous-nose-summary-analysis/
https://interestingliterature.com/2021/07/edward-lear-the-dong-with-a-luminous-nose-summary-analysis/
https://interestingliterature.com/2021/07/edward-lear-the-dong-with-a-luminous-nose-summary-analysis/


English

Spelling Core
Skills

(No Nonsense
KS2 / Little

Wandle EYFS &
KS1)

1. Year 5/6 word list
2. able/ably & ible/ibly
3. Suffix -fer
4. SATS practice
5. Proofreading

1. Year 5/6 word list
2. Homophones (ce/se)
3. Personalised spelling
4. Endings (-cious & -tious)
5. Year 5/6 word list
6. Revision

1. -ough sound
2. Year 5/6 word list
3. Endings (-cial & -tial)
4. Proofreading
5. Word generation with

prefix

1. Recap spellings
2. Homophones (KS2)
3. Proofreading
4. Year 5/6 word list
5. Generating words from

prefixes and roots

1. Race GPCS & year 5/6
word list

2. Spelling strategies
3. Word endings (-ant,

-ance -ancy)
4. Proofreading
5. Root words and meaning

1. Recap spellings
2. Spelling strategies
3. Word Endings (-ent,

-ence, -ency)
4. Year 5/6 word list
5. Homophones KS2

English

Core Reading &
Poetry Spine

Wonder
R.J Palacio

You are a
Champion
Marcus Rashford

Battle Call
Rachel Rooney

The Boy in the Tower
Polly Ho-Hen

The Boy who Swam
with Piranhas
David Almond (GR)

Holes
Louis Sachar

Injustice
Shakur Grant

Derby Day
Maz O’Connor

Pig Heart Boy
Malorie Blackman

Floodland
Marcus Sedgwick

The Dong with a luminous nose
Edward Leah

The hope-a-potamus
Greg James & Chris
Smith

Goldfish boy
Lisa Thompson

English

Handwriting

1: Developing an Individual
Handwriting Style
2: Revising Slanted Writing
3: Keeping Letters in Correct
Proportion
4: Writing Fluently and Legibly
5: Forming and Joining Descenders

6: Forming and Joining the Letter ‘t’
7: Joining to / from the Letter ‘o’
8: Punctuation
9: Slanted Writing
10: Capital Letters

11: Spacing
12: Writing Instructions
13: Fluency, Speed and Legibility
14: The Diagonal Join
15: The Horizontal Join

16: Forming Letters at the Correct
Height and Size
17: Leaving the Correct Space
Between Letters
18: Joining to the Letter ‘r’
19: Horizontal Joins
20: Printing

21: Paragraphs
22: Writing Double Letters
23: Spacing Within Words
24: Ensuring Letters are the Correct
Proportion

25: Presentation
26: Fluency
27: Speedwriting
28: Presentation

English

Whole Class
Reading (KS2)

Wonder
R.J Palacio

I am not a label
Cerrie Burnell

You can do it!
Marcus Rashford (CM)

The Children of the Benin
Kingdom
Dinah Orji

The Boy in the Tower
Polly Ho-Hen

Orange is no man's land
Elizabeth Laird

The Boy who Swam with
Piranhas
David Almond

Holes
Louis Sachar

Suffragette, the battle for equality
David Roberts

Goodnight Stories for Rebel Girls
by Elena Favilli and Francesca
Cavallo

The Island
Armin Greder

Pig Heart Boy
Malorie Blackman

We are all Greta
Valentina Giannella

Goldfish boy
Lisa Thompson

English

Let’s Think in
English

Life doesn’t frighten me - Dr Maya
Angelou
Frames of reference.

Maps -  Brian Patten
Symbolic reasoning

What are the objects in Wonder that
symbolise courage / strength?

Way home - Libby Hathorn
Symbolic reasoning
Can we find symbols with the protagonist's
journey? What things does she encounter that
tell us the most about her?

My mother saw a dancing bear -
Charles Causley
Classification

The giving tree - Shel Silverstean
Symbolic reasoning
Think of the whole message from the whole
story, what does it say about life. Uncle Ernie
is selfish (link with the boy who swam)
Support fable and message of the boy who
swam.
Shoes -  Ernest Hemingway
Classification

Snowmen - Roger McGough
Narrative sequencing
Freezing time, doing things that you think are
well intended but have bad consequences (link
to Holes, kissin Kate Barlow)

Fast rode the Knight - Stephen Crane
Narrative sequencing
Chronology, the idea of positive characters as

Who? - Charles Causley
Frames of Reference

Window - Jannie Baker
Narrative sequencing

Responsibility, climate

The Island - Armin Greder
Symbolic Reasoning
(linking back to Pig Heart boy, responsibility,
protecting your own) Can you make any links
to the behaviour of the characters on the
island and the characters in pig heart boy.
Not much room - The worm and the
bird by Coralie Bickford-Smith
Narrative Sequencing



Features of a story, keep coming back to it.
Write their own micro fiction, then 50 words -
all aspects of writing in a tight space.
Kevin Caulsy Holland

they seem but they are not. (link with Holes)

Survivors - David Long
Classification
Link the Suffragettes, telling history through
narrative, real hybrid text, can I include inclusive
character details bringing more empathy to the
story.

Happy Birthday Moon
Memories about The Priory School
(mini unit) Life as autobiographical
poem

Science Physics: Light

● recognise that light appears to
travel in straight lines

● use the idea that light travels in
straight lines to explain that
objects are seen because they
give out or reflect light into the
eye

● explain that we see things
because light travels from light
sources to our eyes or from light
sources to objects and then to our
eyes

● use the idea that light travels in
straight lines to explain why
shadows have the same shape as
the objects that cast them

Reflect, reflection, shadow, light, ray
transmit, opaque, transparent, emit
translucent, absorb, dispersion, iris
prism, pupil, retina, optic nerve, lens
image, cornea, refraction, mirror
convex, concave

Physics: Electricity

● associate the brightness of a lamp
or the volume of a buzzer with the
number and voltage of cells used
in the circuit

● compare and give reasons for
variations in how components
function, including the brightness
of bulbs, the loudness of buzzers
and the on/off position of switches

● use recognised symbols when
representing a simple circuit in a
diagram

conductor, insulator, battery, cell
lamp, switch, circuit, component
buzzer, motor, voltage, function
brightness.volume, symbols, wire
graphite, series, parallel. plastic,
metal

Biology: Living things and their
habitats
● describe how living things are

classified into broad groups
according to common observable
characteristics and based on
similarities and differences,
including microorganisms, plants
and animals

● give reasons for classifying plants
and animals based on specific
characteristics

Mammal, reptile, and amphibians
adapt, habitat, micro-organism
adaptation, characteristics, classify,
fungi, virus, bacteria, movement
respiration,reproduction, growth
nutrition,  excretion, sensitivity
vertebrate, invertebrates, species
kingdoms, mosses, ferns, woody
flowering plants, non-woody
flowering plants.

Biology: Evolution and inheritance

● recognise that living things have
changed over time and that fossils
provide information about living
things that inhabited the Earth
millions of years ago

● recognise that living things
produce offspring of the same kind,
but normally offspring vary and are
not identical to their parents

● identify how animals and plants
are adapted to suit their
environment in different ways and
that adaptation may lead to
evolution

Natural selection, characteristics
evidence, fossils, parent, offspring
inherit, inherited characteristic,
environmental characteristic, adapt
adaptation, evolve, environment,
species, breed

Biology: Animals including humans

● identify and name the main parts of the human circulatory system, and
describe the functions of the heart, blood vessels and blood

● recognise the impact of diet, exercise, drugs and lifestyle on the way
their bodies function

● describe the ways in which nutrients and water are transported within
animals, including humans

Circulatory system, heart, blood vessel, veins, capillaries, lungs, oxygenated
deoxygenated, respiration, pulse, ventricle, aorta, atrium, arteries, oxygen
carbon dioxide

Computing Communication

How is the World Wide Web used
for communication?

Recognising how the WWW can be
used to communicate and be
searched to find information.

search engine, select, rank, web
crawler

Online Safety Focus:
Be Internet Brave
Acceptable Use Policy; Be Internet

Webpage Creation

How can a variety of media be
combined to meet a purpose?

Designing and creating webpages,
giving consideration to copyright,
aesthetics, and navigation.

copyright, HTML, web page,
hyperlink

Online Safety Focus:
Be Internet Sharp
Be Internet Legends Lesson 3

Variables in Games

How can algorithms be used with
variables?

Exploring variables when designing
and coding a game.

Variable

Online Safety Focus:
Be Internet Alert
Be Internet Legends Lesson 4

Spreadsheets

How can a spreadsheet help organise
data?

Answering questions by using
spreadsheets to organise and
calculate data.

spreadsheet, column, row, formatting,
formula, table, graph

Online Safety Focus:
Be Internet Secure
Be Internet Legends Lesson 5

3D Modelling

How can a variety of media be
combined to meet a purpose?

Planning, developing, and evaluating
3D computer models of physical
objects.

3D model, 3D printing

Online Safety Focus:
Be Internet Kind
Be Internet Legends Lesson 6

Sensing

How can algorithms be used with
variables?

Designing and coding a project that
captures inputs from a physical
device.

Sensing

Online Safety Focus:
Be Internet Healthy
Be Internet Legends Digital



Legends Overview and Assembly;
Set Up Logins and Discuss Use

PEGI rating, app store rating

digital footprint, positive, negative,
settings

spear phishing, verifiable,
deceptive, firewall, malware,
encrypted

two-step verification, security token bystander, upstander, harassment,
amplify, block

Wellbeing Lesson 9-11 Lesson 2

Art & Design /
Design &

Technology

Textiles: Combining Different Fabric
Shapes

Design, make and evaluate a mobile
phone case (product) for themselves
or a chosen adult (user) for carrying
and protecting a phone (purpose).

1: What products already exist?
Evaluate
2: What is our design criteria? How
can our product be purposeful,
functional and appealing? How can
we use pattern pieces and
computer-aided design to show our
design? Design
3: What materials and tools will I use
to make the product and why? What
technical skills will I use to make the
product? Design Make Evaluate
4: How effectively does my product
meet its purpose? Evaluate

Sculpture: Carving

Texture Shape Form

1: Take Inspiration: Benin sculptures,
own observations, Barbara
Hepworth, Narong
2: Try Out New Ideas: experimenting
with carving techniques
3: Create a Piece of Art

Food: Celebrating Culture and
Seasonality

Design, make and evaluate a
couscous dish (product) for their
family (user) for eating to celebrate
cultures from around the world
(purpose).

1: What products already exist?
How have chefs from different
cuisines developed the food we eat
(Jamie Oliver, Heston Blumenthal,
Delia Smith, Yotam Ottolenghi,
Magnus Nilsson, Francis Mallmann,
Vikas Khanna)? Evaluate
2: What is our design criteria? How
can our product be purposeful,
functional and appealing? How can
we use annotated sketches to show
our design? Design
3: What materials and tools will I
use to make the product and why?
What technical skills will I use to
make the product? Design Make
Evaluate
4: How effectively does my product
meet its purpose? Evaluate

Painting: Art with a Message

Colour Pattern Shape Space

1: Take Inspiration: human emotion
(expressing conflict), Pablo Picasso,
Kathe Kollwitz, Frida Kahlo, Banksy,
‘art is a lie that tells the truth’
2: Try Out New Ideas: exploring
imagery and use of shape space and
colour
3: Create a Piece of Art

Mechanisms: Cams

Design, make and evaluate a moving
toy (product) for a younger child
(user) for playing with (purpose).
link to Computing (3D modelling and
printing)

1: What products already exist?
Evaluate
2: What is our design criteria? How
can our product be purposeful,
functional and appealing? How can
we use exploded diagrams and
computer-aided design to show our
design? Design
3: What materials and tools will I
use to make the product and why?
What technical skills will I use to
make the product? Design Make
Evaluate
4: How effectively does my product
meet its purpose? Evaluate

Drawing: Realistic and Surrealistic
Creatures

Texture Line Shape Form Space

1: Take Inspiration: the natural world,
Robert Hooke (micrographia -
scientific drawing), Leonora
Carrington (surrealist drawing)
2: Try Out New Ideas: use of pencil
to create effects
3: Create a Piece of Art

Music All the learning in this unit is focused
around one song: Happy, a Pop song
by Pharrell Williams

This unit is a little lighter in content
as you will be busy with general
Christmas activities. Don’t forget to
look at the Productions in the
Freestyle section.Learning is focused
around two tunes
and improvising
Bacharach Anorak
and Meet The
Blues.

A Friday Afternoons song by
Benjamin Britten.

Learning is focused around one song
from Benjamin Britten’s Friday
Afternoons: A
New Year Carol.

All the learning in this unit is focused
around one song: You've Got A Friend
by Carole King

Music and Me focuses on
inspirational women working in
music, and part of Brighter
Sound’s pioneering gender
equality initiative
Both Sides
Now.Throughout
this series, they
will  explore the
concept of
‘identity’ – the various elements
that shape us. In this unit, we
start with gender, with reference
to social and cultural differences

This Unit of Work consolidates
the learning that has occurred
during the year. All the learning
is focused around revisiting
songs and musical
activities, a context
for the History of
Music and the
beginnings of the
Language of
Music.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y24YzVhXrFMhErOza6JJW__gYZn9jV2B/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y24YzVhXrFMhErOza6JJW__gYZn9jV2B/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S6Z-kV4ZdX1MYNbof9vvdqVFUcW9ZQww/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S6Z-kV4ZdX1MYNbof9vvdqVFUcW9ZQww/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vP_TtbFBN8PkjELZDtLM28z-yrtEiw0x/view
https://www.brightersound.com/both-sides-now/
https://www.brightersound.com/both-sides-now/


R.E. Freedom and Justice
How can we create a more free and
just world?

Christian traditions
Muslim traditions

A: freedom, justice, equality
B:
C: Moses (C), covenant (C)

UC: People of God: How can
following God bring freedom and
justice?

Sacredness
Is there a difference between special,
holy and sacred?

Muslim traditions

A: special
B: holy, sacred, symbol
C: Allah (M), wudu (M)

mosque visit

Rites of Passage
Are rites of passage important to
people’s identity?

Christian traditions
Jewish traditions
Hindu traditions
Muslim traditions

A: community, belonging, identity
B: ceremony, initiation, rites of
passage
C: Mitzvah (J), baptism (C)

Sacrifice and Salvation
How can sacrificing something bring
freedom?

Christian traditions

A: love, devotion
B: salvation
C: agape (C), atonement (C), grace (C),
resurrection (C), redemption (C),
salvation (C)

UC: Salvation (4): What did Jesus do
to save human beings? / What
difference does the resurrection make
to Christians?

Stewardship (2)
How and why should people look
after the world?

Christian traditions
Humanist approaches to life

A:
B: stewardship, discipleship
C: atheism / agnosticism (Hu), moral
values (Hu), responsibility (Hu)

UC: Kingdom of God (2): What kind
of king is Jesus? / God (3): What
would Jesus do?
UC: Gospel: What would Jesus do?

Special Symbols
+
What symbols are special for
people?

Christian traditions
Jewish traditions
Sikhi faith traditions
Hindu traditions
Buddhist traditions
Muslim traditions

A: special
B: holy, sacred, symbol
C: cross (C), Star of David (J), Khanda
(S), Om (H), Dharmachakra (B), star
and crescent moon (M)

P.E. Gymnastics: Mirroring and matching
Focus on applying "excellent
gymnastics" through matching and
mirroring movements.  Pupils will
create a sequence of movements,
bringing together a combination of
both matching and mirroring
movements, to create a sequence.

Invasion: Football
Consistently apply effective attacking
skills, applying decision making in
order to keep possession and score.
Pupils will in turn apply pressure
when defending to regain possession
effectively.

Dance: Titanic
Challenge pupils to recreate the
story of The Titanic through
controlled movements and balances.
Pupils will perform choreographed
movements and balances that
incorporate emotion, expression, and
characterisation.

Invasion: Tag rugby
Consolidate their understanding of
attacking and defending. Pupils will
create tactics for both attack and
defence and apply them into game
situations, adapting them when
necessary.

Dance: Carnival
Challenge pupils to experience
dances from different cultural
traditions. Pupils will develop group
movements selecting and applying
choreography into a performance.
Pupils will continue to use their
bodies to perform technical
movements with control and rhythm.

Invasion: Handball
Apply effective passes, applying
decision making as to which pass to
make and when in order to keep
possession and score. Pupils will
create and apply tactics in games
adapting them as the game situation
changes.

Net & Wall: Badminton
Pupils will refine their ability to
execute certain shots and to think
tactically, deciding which shot to play
and why in a game situation. Pupils
will apply their learning in singles and
doubles games.

Invasion: Netball
Consolidate their understanding of
the principles of attack and defence.
They will consistently apply a range
of effective passes, in order to keep
possession and score. Pupils will in
turn apply pressure when defending
to regain possession quickly.

Striking & Fielding: Rounders
Consistently apply effective tactics
for both batting and fielding. Pupils
will utilise their prior knowledge of
batting and fielding tactics and
consider when, where and why they
will apply these during a game.

Striking & Fielding: Cricket
Consolidate their knowledge,
understanding and ability to
effectively apply a range of fielding
skills, batting skills and tactics into
mini games.

Outdoor adventurous activities
(OOA): PGL & problem solving
Consolidate pupil’s ability to apply
effective teamwork through different
problem-solving challenges. There
will be a focus on pupils' ability to
lead others, applying skills essential
to working within a team as well as
create, evaluate and adapt tactics.

Athletics
Challenge pupils to apply their
knowledge, understanding and skills
into a series of competitions. Pupils
will experience competition across
all of the different areas of athletics
that they have explored. Pupils will
have to work hard individually to
apply the correct technique as well
as collaborating in teams.

French Greetings
Introducing yourself
Comment tu t’appelles?
Phonics vowels
Recognise and imitate sounds of French vowels
Family members
Christmas lesson

Numbers 0-12
Phonics consonants & French alphabet
Age
Days of the week
Numbers 13-20
Colours
Class instructions

French pancake day
Numbers 20-31
Months of the year
French Mother’s day
Easter
Pets
Body parts

P.S.H.E. Being me in my own world

● Identifying goals for the year
● Global citizenship
● Children’s universal rights
● Feeling welcome and valued
● Choices, consequences and
● rewards

Celebrating difference

● Perceptions of normality
● Understanding disability
● Power struggles
● Understanding bullying
● Inclusion/exclusion
● Differences as conflict,

Dreams and goals

● Personal learning goals, in and
● out of school
● Success criteria
● Emotions in success
● Making a difference in the world
● Motivation

Healthy me

● Taking personal responsibility
● How substances affect the body
● Exploitation, including ‘county
● lines’ and gang culture
● Emotional and mental health
● Managing stress

Relationships

● Mental health
● Identifying mental health worries

and
● sources of support
● Love and loss
● Managing feelings

Changing me: Relationships and
sex edcuation

● Self-image
● Body image
● Puberty and feelings
● Conception to birth
● Reflections about change

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nw2wUNCU4qmtC1_Q52MgObri1a_L8ScrXI-AqVYeOkk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nw2wUNCU4qmtC1_Q52MgObri1a_L8ScrXI-AqVYeOkk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Sh_BVEAbd-BvjyRg0Hy03AvSP3X2-iCLxrkLpHP1hYQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Sh_BVEAbd-BvjyRg0Hy03AvSP3X2-iCLxrkLpHP1hYQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hXwuKrKwhYKkb3Nl1P7p2X_LaIlVoSRAnijWkR5Ces0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hXwuKrKwhYKkb3Nl1P7p2X_LaIlVoSRAnijWkR5Ces0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wBU1tAynHAql4QqDEXGgmrn_7pK272454nk7K8YHu8w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wBU1tAynHAql4QqDEXGgmrn_7pK272454nk7K8YHu8w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1U9z3TvDUbiet1jHaHjrYWCWkUfIQdInfl6SxiGyWIXk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1U9z3TvDUbiet1jHaHjrYWCWkUfIQdInfl6SxiGyWIXk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1M_0vz_k-oeECh821VcthhXItVvm6XqrQX02-qazcPGY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1M_0vz_k-oeECh821VcthhXItVvm6XqrQX02-qazcPGY/edit?usp=sharing


● Group dynamics
● Democracy, having a voice
● Anti-social behaviour
● Role-modelling

goals, worries, fears, value, welcome,
community, rights, education,
empathy, opportunities, comparison,
choices, consequences, collaboration,
cooperation, lawful, motivation,
participation, democracy

● difference as celebration
● Empathy

disability, empathy, perception,
courage, fairness, responsibility,
diversity, power, struggle, imbalance,
control, harassment, bullying, direct,
indirect, recipient, achievement,
accolade, perseverance, admiration,
celebration, conflict

● Recognising achievements
● Compliments

strengths, achievement, personal,
realistic, unrealistic, dream, hope,
success, achievement, global,
suffering, concern, hardship,
sponsorship, motivation, empathy,
admire, respect, compliment,
contribution, recognition

responsibility, choice, immunisation,
prevention, motivation, prescribed,
unprescribed, restricted, illegal,
volatile, exploited, vulnerable, gangs,
pressure, strategies, repudiation,
crime, mental health, physical health,
symptoms, stress

● Power and control
● Assertiveness
● Technology safety
● Take responsibility with

technology use

mental health, stigma, stress,
anxiety, support, emotions, grief,
denial, despair, guilt, hopelessness,
acceptance, bereavement, authority,
assertive, influences, judgement,
communication, cyberbullying,
abuse, safety

● Physical attraction
● Respect and consent
● Boyfriends/girlfriends
● Sexting
● Transition

Self-image, self-esteem,
opportunities, freedom,
responsibility, choice, challenge,
attraction, transition, journey

(puberty vocabulary, lesson
dependent)

Wellbeing &
Heartsmart

Get Headsmart
A3 B9 C2

Too much selfie isn’t healthy
A1 ? C1

Don’t forget to let the love in
A1 B6 B8

Don’t rub it in, rub it out / Don’t Hold
On To What’s Wrong
A3 B8 B10

Fake is a mistake
A3 B7 B10

No way through isn’t true
A3 B4 B8


